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Abstract—The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an important inter-domain routing protocol, which is widely used in Internet. It allows independent policies to be designed for each Autonomous System (AS). However, the flexibility in designing independent policies causes the convergence problem, i.e., a BGP network may constantly send routing information between ASes and cannot reach a stable state. In this paper, we propose an approach for model checking the convergence property of BGP networks. We firstly establish a formal model of BGP networks and define its convergence property. Then we use the Promela language to describe this model and analyze its convergence. The model is generic enough, thus different instances of BGP networks can be simulated and verified by only modifying parameters and policies. Finally, as examples, we simulate and verify some typical instances of BGP networks by using the SPIN model checker.

Index Terms—border gateway protocol, BGP, model checking, verification, formal methods, SPIN

I. INTRODUCTION

The Border gateway protocol (BGP) [1] is an important inter-domain routing protocol. It involves sending routing information between different Autonomous Systems (ASes). BGP allows policies which are independently designed for each AS. Thus, there would exist conflicts between these policies. For example, whether the protocol is convergent is an important security problem. Due to the complexity of Internet, the convergence verification of BGP networks should be done with the aid of computers.

Model checking is an important automatic verification technique which has been successfully applied to hardware and software verification. Model checking is performed automatically to verify its properties. If the properties are not satisfied, it provides a counter example. SPIN [2] [3] is an important model checker which has been widely applied in industrial [4] [5]. It is easy to use the Promela language and linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas to describe concurrent systems and properties respectively. Therefore, SPIN is a tool suitable for verifying communication protocols [6]. Other verification techniques are also studied in the literature [7] [8] [9] [10].

Model checking has already been used in formal analysis of network protocols. In [11], the authors used the theorem-proving tool HOL and the model checker SPIN to analyze the key properties of Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. In [12], the authors studied security vulnerabilities of OSPF with the model checker CBMC. There are also some existing studies on checking the convergence of protocols in the literature. In [13], it is proved that independent design of BGP policies in different ASes causes route oscillations. In [14], the authors analyzed the convergence of BGP with static analysis and gave its computational complexity. In [15] [16], the authors defined a simplified model SPVP to analyze the convergence. We refer to [17] [18] [19] [20] for the theoretical and experimental analysis of BGP convergence in detail.

However, these related works have two drawbacks. First, the proposed theories are too abstract to be easily understood and used in practice, although they contribute to the theoretical aspect. For example, the works [14]–[16] focused on the theoretical proofs of the complexity results of verification problems, instead of experimental results. Some other works [21] [22] focused on the Maude tool, whose language is hard to be understood by average engineers. Second, the proposed models are designed for specific BGP instances with some specified policies. Thus, it is not easy to adapt the existing work, when people have another BGP instance to be verified. We believe that our work can improve these two weaknesses.

In this paper, we propose a verification approach for analyzing the convergence property of BGP networks using model checking. Firstly, we make an abstraction of BGP networks, build a general model and define the convergence property of this model. Then, we use the Promela language to describe this model, whose convergence property is specified by LTL formulas. As examples, we apply this model to three typical BGP instances with different presentations of the convergence property. Finally, SPIN is successfully used to simulate...
the model and verify the convergence property.

Comparing with related works, our major contribution is constructing an intuitive and general enough BGP model described by the Promela language. First, our model is easy to be understood by average engineers, thus can be used to verify their BGP instances at hand. Second, our model is also general and flexible, thus the model can be easily adapted to simulate and verify different BGP instances by modifying node parameters and policies. Therefore, our model can be used as a powerful tool for designing correct BGP networks.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces BGP networks, the Promela modeling language in SPIN, and LTL formulas which are used to describe properties. Section III abstracts BGP and builds a formal model which concerns policies and the convergence property. Section IV gives a Promela model based on the abstract model proposed in Section III, as well as an introduction to its convergence property in SPIN. Section V shows three experiments on verifying BGP networks which are proven to be convergent, divergent and partial convergent respectively. Besides, we briefly explain how to verify the networks which are topologically instable. Section VI concludes this paper and proposes future works.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. BGP

BGP is an inter-domain protocol which enables passing routing information between ASes. A BGP network sends the whole routing table when the network initializes. Afterwards, it only sends route changes by route announcements.

A route announcement consists of network layer reachability information (NLRI) and members describing how to reach NLRI such as AS_path, Next_hop, Local_pref. Here, AS_path means a list of ASes, i.e., a path to the destination. If there are two equal AS numbers in the path, then there is a loop. Next_hop means the next hop in the path AS_path, denoted by an AS number. Local_pref means the local priority used in a local AS. The higher the value for a path is, the more preferable the path is.

While a BGP router receives a route announcement from a peer neighbor, it firstly uses its import policy to modify routing information (e.g. set a value to Local_pref) and decides whether the announcement should be added to the Route Information Base (RIB) Adj-RIBs-In. Then the router selects the best route by using the local route strategy and adds the route to Loc-RIB. If the selected best route is different with the previous one, the new route will be added to Adj-RIBs-Out. Then the new route is modified by the export policy, and announced to all peers of the router.

B. Model checker SPIN

In order to verify BGP networks by using SPIN, we firstly use the Promela language to build a model describing their behaviors. Then LTL is applied to describe the desired properties. Finally SPIN would automatically verify these properties. If the properties are not satisfied, SPIN provides counter examples. In this section, we will give a brief introduction to Promela and LTL. More details could be found in the literature [4] [3].

1) Promela: A Promela program usually includes data objects, processes and message channels. Declarations of data objects are rather similar to the C language. Basic data types include bool (or bit), byte (integers from 0 to 255) etc. Other data structures include arrays and records (using the keyword typedef) etc. There are two kinds of scopes for data objects: global and local. There are also macro definitions, inline function definitions in Promela. The body of an inline function is used to replace the call expressions.

Processes may share information via channels and global variables. A process type pname could be declared as follows:

```
proctype pname(list of parameters)
{ body }
```

The initial process init is a process without any parameters. It instantiates other process types by running the process. For example,

```
init
{ run pname(...);
 /*pname is ran as a process*/
 }
```

Channel buffers are declared with the keyword chan. The size of a channel varies from 1 to 255, i.e., a channel can store 1 to 255 messages. A channel is used to simulate asynchronous message passing. For example, a channel which is capable of storing up to five messages consisting of two date types (byte and bool) can be defined as follows:

```
chan ch = [5] of { byte, bool }
```

The basic forms of sending and receiving messages are defined as follows:

```
ch ! 6, true; /* send 6 and true. */
ch ? x, bx; /* receive and assign them to variables x and bx. */
```

2) LTL: LTL is obtained by adding temporal operators to propositional logic. An LTL formula is assigned a Boolean value based on state sequences (i.e. paths). LTL is suitable for describing properties of concurrent systems, such as safety properties and liveness properties. We will give a part of the grammars and semantics of LTL that will be used in the sequel.

An LTL formula is

- an atomic proposition denoted by letters, e.g., \( p, q \) and
- if \( p \) and \( q \) are LTL formulas, then \( p \land q, p \lor q, \neg p, p \rightarrow q, pUq \) (until), \( \square p \) (always), \( \Diamond q \) (eventually) are also LTL formulas.
The semantics of these temporal operators are as follows. □p denotes that the proposition p is always satisfied through all states in an execution sequence. ◇p means that p is eventually satisfied in a state in an execution sequence. For example, the formula □ ◇p represents that, for all the states in an execution sequence, there will be eventually a succeeding state satisfying p. The formula ◇ □p represents that, there is eventually a state whose succeeding states always satisfy p.

III. AN ABSTRACT MODEL OF BGP

In this section, we will build an abstract BGP model and describe its convergence property.

A. Simplification and assumption of BGP networks

In order to focus on the convergence property, we would like to simplify BGP networks as follows:

- Network topology is represented by an undirected graph. A node in the graph, representing an AS, is denoted by a natural number.
- There is only one destination node in a network topology, denoted by 0. This abstraction is sound, thanks to the symmetry of network topologies.
- The communication between ASes is bidirectional.
- A route message consists of AS_path, Next_hop, and Local_pref. The route announcement transferred between ASes only contains AS_path.
- Each AS maintains a routing table RIB storing available routes.
- There is one and only one best route in RIB, denoted by current_best_route.

B. Definition of BGP networks

An undirected graph G = (V, E) represents a network topology, where a vertex v ∈ V (0 ≤ v < n) is an integer denoting a node in the network, e = (v, w) = (w, v) ∈ E is an edge between neighbor vertices v and w, and d = 0 is the unique destination node which only sends route information to neighbor nodes at the initial stage.

A BGP network is represented by a quadruple S = (G, P, Λ, M), where G is an undirected graph describing a network topology, P = ⊃ {P_v | v ∈ V} is a set of permitted paths, Λ = {λ_v | v ∈ V \ {0}} is a set of local preference assignment functions where λ_v is a function for assigning priorities, and M is a channel buffer which is used to store route announcements. A router can send a route message to the buffer, and receive a message from the buffer.

C. Operations on nodes

Node v receives a route announcement from a message channel, modifies the message by using the import policy and updates RIB. Then the best route is selected from RIB by calling the route selection process. If the new best route is not the same as the old one, node v will send the route announcement to all its neighbor nodes. The details are explained as follows.

1) Import policies: Node v receives a route message r with r.AS_path = w, · · · , d from its neighbor w. Then it updates r.AS_path = v, w, · · · , d, and checks whether path r.AS_path belongs to P_v. If true, then let r.Next_hop = w, r.Local_pref = λ_v(r).

2) Updating RIB_v: If the updated path r.AS_path does not belong to P_v (e.g. there is a cycle in r.AS_path), v will discard the path from w and checks RIB_v. If there is a path r’ which is an old path from w to d, then r’ will be discarded as well, that is, RIB_v = RIB_v \ r’. Otherwise, v accepts r and checks RIB_v. Similarly, if there is a path r’ = w, · · · , d, which is different from r, then r’ will be discarded from RIB_v, and r will be added to RIB_v.

3) Local route selection policies: We select the best route from the updated route table RIB_v of node v. Two different routes are compared in each round until the comparison of all routes in RIB_v finishes. Therefore the new best route is selected. There are three rules for route comparison as follows. Assume two arbitrary route information r1 and r2 in RIB_v.

- If r1.Local_pref ̸= r2.Local_pref, choose the one with the higher value of Local_pref.
- Otherwise, if the lengths of path r1 and r2 are different, choose the one with the shorter path length.
- Otherwise, choose the one with the lower value of Next_hop.

4) Updating and sending current_best_route: If the selected best route is different from the old one, the new one is assigned to current_best_route. Meanwhile, the node v sends a route announcement including current_best_route to all its neighbors. If the selected best route is the same as the old one, the node v does no operation, waiting for the messages from its neighbors.

D. Formalizing Convergence Property

If all the nodes keep unchanged in an execution, we assume that the system model reaches a stable state. Formally, if a stable state satisfies the following two conditions, we assume the system model is convergent in an execution:

- M = ∅,
- For any two nodes v and w, if the current best route of node v is v, w, v1, · · · , v_k, d, the current best route of w is definitely w, v1, · · · , v_k, d.

The convergence of a system model is determined by the stability in all runs. To describe the system convergence, we consider three cases as follows:

- Convergent: if the system model is stable in all runs.
- Divergent: if the system model is unstable in all runs.
- Partially convergent: if the system model is stable in some runs and unstable in others.
IV. MODELING BGP IN PROMELA

In this section, we propose a BGP model in Promela based on the abstract model in Section III. In this Promela model, every node is a process consisting of a number of inline functions. The parameter N denotes the number of nodes. To simulate different BGP networks, we only need to change the value of N and the statements of some functions related to local preference assignment.

A. Data structures

We firstly give the data structures described using Promela as follows,

```promela
#define N 4
typedef EDGE {
  bit b[N];
} EDGE a[N];

typedef ROUTE {
  byte path[N];
  byte count;
  byte Local_pref;
} ROUTE;

channel ch = [N*(N-1)-2] of {
  byte , byte , ROUTE . path[N] , ROUTE . count ;
} /* The first byte is the identity of sender */

the second byte is the identity of receiver */
```

In the model, N denotes the number of nodes. For example, if there is a BGP model of four nodes, we write `#define N 4`. The two-dimensional array `a[0,...,N-1].b[0,...,N-1]` represents the link state between two nodes. If nodes i and j are linked, then we set `a[i].b[j] = a[j].b[i] = 1`. Otherwise, `a[i].b[j] = a[j].b[i] = 0`. ROUTE is a structure containing AS_path, Next_hop and Local_pref, where `count` is the number of nodes in the AS_path, and `path[0,...,N-1]` is an array storing node numbers. The combination of count and path represents AS_path and Next_hop. For example, the expressions `path[0] = 0, path[1] = 2, path[2] = 3, path[3] = 2, count = 3` denote a path 320 from node 3 to destination node 0, Next_hop in this path is `path[count-2] = 2`. Finally, the variable `ch` is a channel with the buffer of the size `N*(N-1)-2`. The route messages sent between ASes are stored in `ch`, and the intended receivers take their messages from `ch`.

B. Node processes and the initial process

Based on the data structures, we give the pseudo code of node processes and the initial process in Promela. Each node is an instantiated process, as shown in following program.

```promela
init {
  byte i = 0;
  byte j = 1;
  do /* Generate a complete graph with N nodes. */
    i < N ->
      do :
        j < N ->
          a[i].b[j] = 1;
          a[j].b[i] = 1;
        j++;
      else -> break;
    i++;
    break;
  else -> break;
  od:
  atomic {
    /* Instantiate process of nodes*/
    i = N;
    do :
      i > 0 ->
        run NODE(i-1);
      i--;
    i == 0 ->
      break;
    od;
  }
}
```

We fix the destination node to be node 0. It only sends messages to all its neighbors at the beginning. Because all default values of variables in Promela programs are equal to 0, we firstly assign the count of `current_best_route` to 1. Thus we get the best route of node 0, i.e., `AS_path` is 0. Then this route information will be sent to the neighbors of node 0 by calling `send(v, cbr)`.

When a node except the destination node receives a message from its neighbors by calling `receive(msg)`, it firstly determines whether the path included in this message `msg` is permitted to receive, updates `RIB`, then selects the new best route from `RIB` and assign it to `nbr` by calling `routeSelectRIB(v, nbr)`, finally compares the new best route and the current best route by calling `compareRoute(nbr, cbr)`. If they are not the same, the `current_best_route` is updated by executing `cbr = nbr, and the new best route is sent to all neighbors of node v by calling `send(v, cbr)`. Otherwise, nothing is done.

In the initial process, the network topology is generated. Then node processes are instantiated. An example of initial processes which can generate a network topology as a complete graph is shown as follows.
C. Formalizing Convergence in LTL

Now we can describe the convergence property in LTL. Based on the defined and constructed Promela model, the convergence is determined by only checking the state of channel buffers. Two LTL formulas P1 and P2 will be used as follows.

- P1: <>[] len(channel) == 0
- P2: []<> len(channel) != 0

Note that, in SPIN/Promela, temporal operators □ and ◊ are denoted by [] and <> respectively. The function len(chan channel name) is used for calculating the number of messages in a channel buffer.

P1 means that there eventually exists a state in a run such that the channel buffers of all its succeeding states are empty. P2 means that, for all states in a run, there always exists a succeeding state with nonempty channel buffer in the run.

We perform the convergence analysis of a BGP network by verifying whether counter examples exist for P1 and P2 and combining the verification results in the way shown in Table I. Note that it is impossible that P1 and P2 have no counter examples simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>convergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no counter example</td>
<td>counter example</td>
<td>convergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no counter example</td>
<td>counter example</td>
<td>divergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no counter example</td>
<td>no counter example</td>
<td>partially convergent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Verifying the Convergence Property of BGP Networks Using SPIN

In this section we give examples of BGP networks which are convergent, divergent or partially convergent [15]. They are simulated and verified with SPIN/Promela by changing node parameters and priority functions. We also specify unstable networks.

A. Examples of BGP

Fig 1 and Fig 2 are network topologies which we use in this section. Assume that these topologies are unchanged in a run and node 0 is the only destination node. We give the local priority functions of the three examples as follows. The permitted paths $P_v$ is a set of paths which are loop free from node $v$ to node 0.

- e1: $\lambda_v(p) = 0, p \in P_v$.
- e2: If $p \in \{120, 230, 310\}$, $\lambda_v(p) = 1$. Otherwise, $\lambda_v(p) = 0$.
- e3: If $p \in \{120, 210\}$, $\lambda_v(p) = 1$. Otherwise, $\lambda_v(p) = 0$.

We expect that e1 is convergent, e2 is divergent, and e3 is partially convergent. The experimental results in the next subsection are consistent with the expected results.

B. Experimental results

In this section we give the experimental results, memory and time consumptions in Table II. The results are consistent with the expected ones, i.e., e1 is convergent, e2 is divergent and e3 is partially convergent. The experiments were conducted on a dual-core laptop with 2GB memory and 2.00GHz CPU. We verified these examples with or without memory compression technologies. Memory compression includes lossless compression (e.g., collapse compression, minimized automaton representation) and lossy compression (e.g., bitstate hashing method, hash compact method).

We found that the verifications with counter examples were finished within one second without using any memory compression technology. If lossless compression was applied, the increment of memory and time consumptions was not obvious. If lossy compression was applied, the memory consumption significantly decreased, whereas the time consumption greatly increased. Moreover, lossy compression cannot be used in e3, because it affects the correctness of verification since counter examples could not be found due to the decreased coverage of the state space. In the case of verifications without counter examples, we find that it is difficult to verify the model without using any memory compression technology, even for a network consisting of 4 nodes, as shown in Table II. Thus, we must complete the verifications using memory compression technologies.
The state space is huge even for a 4 nodes network. For example, there are 333921150 states in the verification of property P2 in e2, using lossless compression. And the memory and time consumptions are 1678.894MB and 19800s respectively. It is caused by the state explosion problem which is a bottleneck of model checking.

C. Verification on unstable networks

The above network examples are stable in their topological structures. It means that the failures of nodes and links do not appear in runs. However, the instability of nodes and links can happen in reality. We regard the failures of nodes as the failures of links, since when the node v fails, all links between v and its neighbor nodes fail as well.

When a link failure happens, the nodes connecting to this link would send link failure messages to their neighbors. The system begins a new converging procedure from unstable states to stable states.

Link failures mean that the old topology has changed and a new topology arises. Therefore, we consider link failures as dynamics of topologies. Given N nodes, the dynamics of topologies can be simulated by the automatic generation of a random topology at the beginning.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a formal model of abstract BGP and its corresponding model in Promela. All BGP networks can be simulated by changing the parameters of nodes and priority functions. To analyze the convergence of BGP networks, we consider three types, i.e., convergent, divergent and partially convergent. We verified the examples of BGP networks of these three types using SPIN, and gave the convergence conclusion.

In the future, we would like to extend this work in the following aspects. First, we will try to improve the efficiency of our model. As we know, the state space explosion problem is a critical bottleneck of applying model checking to large systems [23]. Thus, we may try to use reduction methods and compression methods in our experiments to increase its ability of checking larger networks. Second, we will try to increase the size of our model. As we know, although SPIN is a powerful model checker, it has the limitation on the size of channel buffers (up to 255). As a result, we can only verify the networks with the number of nodes up to 16. We would like to solve this restriction by using more advanced theories about data structures in modeling and their algorithms, such as automata and \(\omega\)-automata [24]. Third, we may study the equivalent reduction of a large network to a small one, conversion of an unstable network to a special stable network. Besides, we can combine theorem proving with model checking to analyze BGP networks. Fourth, we may investigate other possible methods for verifying the correctness of protocols, e.g., the runtime monitoring approach [25], which is based on the formalism of control systems on automata [26] [27].
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